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GAZA-donor-conference is fake-solution
2 march 2009

Dr. Nazif

The GAZA-donor-conference  in Egypt is one of the examples of NL-war-making in the Middle-East.

We all know 'that many countries promise to donate money, but never do...'. After the conference they 
find reasons for not having to pay.     From my NL-point of view, I'll explain why this conference is not 
the solution:

● Against Balkenende & MPs in NL-parlement is a hidden lawcase with the Int.Criminal Court
EU-countries and other parliaments 'refuse to stop the war-makers-activities of Balkenende & 
co ....and refuse to stop corruption within ICC...'.

● 'Terrorists' read my evidene on my sites and are aware of the fact 'that EU-members of 
parliament are above the law = they never have to appear in courtroom for 'crimes against 
humanity'.

● Because of this, 'Terrorist' feel that they have the right to be  above the law too...
'Terrorist' are very much aware of the fact that Advisoryboards of EU-parliaments are runned by 
liars = civil servants who write books & reports which ignore those 'crimes against humanity of 
their own MPs'... And, also ignore the legal obligations of civil servants  & Mps themselves.
EU-civil servants & MPs behave as if 'they can do everything, anywhere they please'. 

● Maxime Verhagen – Minister of Foreign affair in NL – also has to appear in ICC-courtroom, when 
that corrupt court of law decides to work as a fair court of law. In the meanwhile 'he stays in his 
position', building more war. 
For example: 
He closed a dirty deal together with the Minister of Foreign affairs  of Denmakr on the GAZA-
border = Egypt needs to be put under EU-controle = EU has to supervise the GAZA-border, so 
Egypt can not give acces to weapon-syupplies to GAZA. 
Verhagen did not talk about his plan with Egypt. 
Hamas is furious, because of this! And so wil other Moslims in that region.  
Egypt responded wisely = they open the GAZA-border for people & goods when they feel its save.

THUS...?  NL is not going to pay money for GAZA, now Egypt is in controle of the GAZA-border!   
● www.sp.nl   called for an intifade. 
● ALL political parties make Geert Wilders grow in power, now they lie about my ICC-case against 

Balkenende. 
● ICC makes Wilders grow in power, because ICC-prosecutor  mr Luis Moreno Ocampo & 

ICC-judges are guilty of war-crimes themselves. 
○ They don't want to be put in prison for the fact that they lie to the World about war-crimes 

taking place within NL. 
○ Genocide in NL & EU  are permitted while genocide in Africa, Nothern Asia, Middle-East, 

Russia, South America are  forbidden. 

Whats needed between Egypt & GAZA?
A weekly BAZAR. Egypt & GAZA both need small entrepreneurship.  GAZA-people need money= Cash.
Egypt has to open the border for trade, under supervision of Egypt-army. Press allowed.
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